Jason Winters Products
"Helping You Create A Healthy Life
For Over 40 Years!"

U.S. CONGRESS
HONORS

SIR JASON WINTERS

"To be healthy is natural...To be happy is
your right... May this be a wonderful
new beginning..." - Sir Jason Winters

"Let's Create A Healthy Life"

JASON WINTERS TEA Tested in the Laboratory
by Dr. Ian Pierce, MD
A lot of media attention has been given to a man
named Jason Winters and his remarkable recovery
from terminal cancer. When I visited him, he was
already in good health but grossly underweight.
The news media had a field day with this story. It
perked my interest and when I finally talked with
Mr. Winters, he gave me a sample of the mixed
herbs and I had them tested in the laboratory. We
found that the herbs help cleanse the life-giving
systems of the body.

The three quality tested herbs are gentle, but have
a highly effective influence on the body, flushing out accumulated toxins. The herbs are safe and
effective with no side effects, and they work well with any health program.
The problem is this, the news media, alternative health people and some
religious persons insist on calling the “Jason Winters Herbal Tea” a cure all, and I must object to
this. These herbs simply cleanse so the body can take care of itself. This idea is accepted by most
health practitioners and is supported by Mr. Winters. I have told Mr. Winters on numerous occasions that this is what God intended for all his people.

Look Inside for NEW Sir Jason Winters Products!

NEW BOOK!
"KOTODAMA"
by Sir Raymond
Winters

(see page 5)

Now Available!
(see page 2)

Get special discounts on Jason Winters Products by joining our free
Email Newsletter list at: www.sirjasonwinters.com/newsletter

Congressman James H. Bilbray
(D-Nevada), together with Congressman Richard
A. Gephardt (D-Missouri), are honoring Sir Jason
Winters by a Special Congressional Recognition
Certificate for meritorious service.

Sir Jason Winter's Achievements
• Over 13 million Books in Print.
• Received award of merit from United
States Congress.
• His products are available in over 70
countries and used by people worldwide.
• Received Knighthood in Malta.
• Thousands have attended his lectures
worldwide.
• Given Medal of Honor in Madrid;
Laureate of Belgium, Netherlands, and
South Africa.
• Has won awards from seven different
foreign governments.
• Featured in over 100 health magazines.
• Received the Albert Schweitzer Award.
• Featured on National Television and on
Voice of America Radio.
• Has received testimonials from thousands
of satisfied customers.

REV 01.15.20

NOW AVAILABLE!

NEW!

"What If" is the incredible true life story of Sir Jason Winters. From
WWII ravaged England, to the deserts of the American Southwest.
Over 1,000 miles down the Mackenzie River by canoe. Across the
Canadian Rocky Mountains by hot air balloon. He was the first
Canadian to attempt the crossing of the Atlantic Ocean by balloon
and tested seat belts by smashing cars through brick walls in New
Zealand. Sir Jason had many adventures, and then came the biggest
test of all - Terminal Cancer at age 46. His epic struggle led him on
a worldwide search for help that ultimately saved his life.
This book is a deeply personal look at Sir Jason's life and death
struggle and his will to survive.
The author, Sir Raymond Winters, was educated in England,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. He served in the same
regiment in the Canadian Armed Forces as his father, worked alongside him for over 20 years building an international herbal tea
company, and knighted in Malta into the same Order as his father…
Now, read the true life story of Sir Jason Winters beautifully written
by his son.

NEW!

Author,
SIR RAYMOND
WINTERS

41 pages of
full color photos
and artwork

A Beautiful Collection
of Inspirational
Thoughts and Quotes
by
Sir Raymond Winters

www.SirJasonWinters.com/books
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or visit us at

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters

JASON WINTERS
HERBAL TEA People Use It for Life

™

Featured on
National Television and
on Voice of America Radio

Many cultures have recognized the interdependence of man and nature. Modern man is again
recognizing the restorative powers that exist in
nature as better than man-made chemicals.
We know that the use of herbs for health and
well-being is as old as man. The main benefits
are the maintenance of good health, a strong
healthy defense. Herbs offer simple and natural
restorative care that draws its strength from
nature’s bounty and the simple fact that for
every malady, nature provides a
solution.
Jason Winters pours his unique
knowledge of herbs into every
powerful formula
Let Tri-Sun introduce to you
the natural products that help
cleanse, nourish, and fortify the
body. Jason Winters’ line of products are formulated to promote
strengthening and invigoration of
the defense system.

Ingredients:
• Red Clover
• Indian Sage or Chaparral
• Spices (Herbalene® Blend)

Used in 70 countries
worldwide
Americans from coast to
coast demand it!!
Winner of seven
international
government awards

Healthy internal systems are the cornerstones
of good health and long life. One of the major
drawbacks to our fast paced industrialized society is that we are constantly taking in impure air,
water, and food. This causes toxins to build up
to the point where our bodies are no long able to
eliminate them. With all of this poisoning, is it
any wonder that our systems are unable to function properly?
Jason Winters, in an effort to restore his own
health, traveled the world, researching the traditional and time tested ways to eliminate these
toxins—to restore, strengthen, and protect the
internal systems. In this condition, the human
body has the ability to heal itself and maintain
good health while warding off disease. What he
learned from his investigation into the ancient
practice of using natural herbs has enabled Sir
Jason to develop a range of nutritional supple-

ments designed to promote optimal health.
Refreshing herbal tea combination provides
or visit us at
a pleasant interlude
in this toxin-filled world
www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
On three different continents, Jason Winters
discovered three different herbs, each with a
centuries-old reputation. In Europe, descendants
or visit us at
of ancient gypsieswww.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
told him about the powers
of red clover. In the plains region of North
America, he learned about chaparral and Indian
sage from the Native American elders. And in
the Far East, he finally discovered the unique
oriental herb that sets his formula apart from all
others: herbalene (special spice).
These three herbs, from three different parts
of the world, act
synergistically,
each boosting the
effect of the others, making this
delightful herbal
beverage
the
most powerful
natural cleansing product now
available.

JASON WINTERS CLASSIC
BLEND TEA

is available in the following forms:
• 5 oz. loose leaf can
• 20 count tea bags (original)
• 30 count tea bags (raspberry)
• 30 count tea bags (peach)
• 30 count tea bags (w/ green tea)
• 4 oz. pre-brewed can
• Tribalene Tablets

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
SIR JASON WINTERS
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The Search for

Natural Care

More and more people worldwide are returning to the natural
healing ways of old. And more and more are realizing that there is
plenty of space in modern medicine for the forgotten wisdom of
herbal medicine.
Primitive cultures who depended on the environment for almost all
their needs required only wild leaves, barks, and roots, and used
them with remarkable success!
Hippocrates, the father of medicine, encouraged his students to use
herbs. And history is rich with accounts of men who heeded this
wisdom and lived long, healthy lives.
Many cultures have recognized the interdependence of man and
nature. Modern man is again viewing the restorative powers that
exist in nature as better than man-made and the chemical variety.
Jason Winters, terminal cancer patient, is one of them. He traveled
the globe in search of ancient remedies and discovered an amazing
herbal tea. Today, millions take his tea every day as an all-purpose
health tonic.
“And by the river on its bank, on one side and on the other, will
grow all kinds of trees for food. Their leaves will not wither, and
their fruit will not fail. They will bear every month because their
water flows from the sanctuary, and their fruit will be for food and
their leaves for healing.”
Ezekiel 47:12

40

The Herbal Tea Story...
There was no one to teach primitive man what plants he could
and could not eat. Each culture had to discover the foods in its
own environment that met its needs. Over thousands of years
emerged an understanding of edible plants with special properties,
which we call herbs. This hard earned wisdom remained alive in
the traditions of the few ancient peoples who survived into the
twentieth century.
It was to these ancient cultures in diverse parts of the globe that
world renowned Sir Jason Winters traveled as he sought the herbs
for his Herbal Tea. In the rain-soaked pastures of Europe, descendants of ancient gypsies showed him where to find the finest
blossoms of red clover, and in the arid deserts of the Americas, he
learned the incredible wonders of sage and chaparral from Indian
wise men.
Finally, after a long and arduous search in the Far East, he was
introduced to the special herbal spice that sets Sir Jason Winters’
Herbal Tea apart from all others. These herbs blend and interact
or visitother.
us at Though
together, each one highlighting the properties of the
many imitators claim otherwise, only www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
Sir Jason Winters has been
able to achieve this exclusive blend. His tireless research is finally
bearing fruit for those in need. As modern society begins to accept
the remarkable properties of herbs, Sir Jason Winters’ Herbal
Tea is becoming sought after all over the world.
The
or visit
us atwonderful
www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
success of herbs should come as no surprise.
These are not recent,
miraculous discoveries, but centuries old, tried and true formulas
from a time when human beings were, by necessity, much closer to
nature. Whatever they needed, they simply turned for help to their
environment. In this tradition, Sir Jason Winters has created much
more than an exquisite gourmet delight. This remarkable tea will
revitalize the very soul of all who drink it.

13 Million Copies of “Killing Cancer” printed.

Life Is in the Blood By Sir Jason Winters
A Tibetan wakes in the morning, stretches, yawns, looks out at the
sun and smiles. He thanks God that he is alive, and fully expects a
long happy life and a very good day, and so that’s what he gets.

We in the West wake up and turn on television. A top star is telling
us that if we get sick at our age it’s going to wipe us out financially.
Our medical coverage just isn’t enough, we must pay for more. We
turn the channel in disgust to hear a man shouting, “Buy your burial
plot today, don’t leave it to your children!!” One more channel change
brings on a doctor telling us to, “Look for lumps in the breasts each
day, check for moles that are changing, rush to your doctor, check
your blood pressure at the supermarket.” Thoroughly depressed, we
pour white sugar and cream all over our crispy crunchy cereal, wash
it down with three cups of black coffee, light up a cigarette, and
cough and wheeze all the way to the office where we must perform
well every day for our boss, or he will hire someone younger to take
our place for less money. It doesn’t matter how well you did last year
or even last week, you must perform well today or else!

The message is so important that it’s been printed in several languages.

The Most Popular Book On Health Ever Written!
The book “KILLING CANCER” has changed the lives
of people throughout the world. Printed in nine languages, it has
sold more than three million copies in the Mandarin language alone.
A terminal cancer patient given three months to live, Sir Jason
Winters shares his experiences as he searched the world for
natural support. 112 pages.

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE only at:
www.sirjasonwinters.com

Is this really what God wanted for you, His perfect creation? No, of
course not; but there is a way out, as millions have found, for that
one little sentence can change your life. Yes, “life is in the blood.”
facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
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!

Special Edition Tea Chest
with 100 Original JW
Chaparral Tea Bags (b.)
!

Item #JWTB-0100CH
Retail Value: $130
50% Off For a Limited Time!
Your Price: $69.95

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
SIR JASON WINTERS
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Sir Jason Winter’s

Royal Crest Products
by Sir JasonWinters!

The Perfect Complement To Any Jason Winters Product!

30 individually wrapped packets

Royal Crest Vitamin
& Mineral Packs
Item # RCV-0030

The complete High-Potency Vitamin
supplement. It has been specially
formulated in meeting the nutritional
needs of today's active people.

Resveratrol

Item # 436-0060
Contains: 60 Capsules
50 mg

Helps Fight Cell Damaging Free radicals
in the Body. Naturally found in grapes
and other plants, Resveratrol contains
potent antioxidant and anti-inflammatory
properties for great cardiovascular health.
Resveratrol acts by reducing blood
pressure and preventing the hardening of
heart tissues. In addition, resveratrol
studies show that it can lower LDL
cholesterol levels while increasing HDL
cholesterol levels.

Chelated Calcium &
Magnesium Complex
Item # 607-0090
Contains: 90 Tablets

Many factors contribute to the development of
osteoporosis including sex, race, age and
hormonal balance. It is important to remember
that everyone loses bone mass with age. Regular
exercise, a healthy diet and an adequate Calcium
intake helps maintain good bone health and may
reduce the risk of osteoporosis later in life.

Vitamin D3

Item # 422-0250
Quantity: 250 Softgels

Supports Healthy Bone Growth & Density.
Vitamin D is normally obtained from the
diet or produced by the skin from the ultra
violet energy of the sun. However, it is not
abundant in food. As more people avoid sun
exposure, Vitamin D supplementation
becomes even more necessary to ensure that
your body receives an adequate supply.
Our Vitamin D-1,000 softgels supply
recommended levels of this key vitamin in
a highly absorbable liquid softgel form.

Glucosamine Complex

Fiber Formula Capsules

Glucosamine and glycosaminoglycans are
key structural components in cartilage and
play a role in the maintenance of joint
cartilage.** Vitamin C is involved in
collagen formation.** Manganese-containing
enzymes play a role in the production of
essential cartilage compounds.

Item # 1806A-0120
Contains: 120 Capsules
A natural Psyllium Fiber Formula that
can help maintain colon health.
Psyllium Husks are a source of soluble
fiber and a healthy addition to your
diet. Our formula provides 700 mg of
Psyllium husks per serving which helps
support digestive and colon health.

Item # A445-0100
Contains: 100 Capsules

Vitamin C

Item #310-0100
Quantity: 100 Tablets
1000 mg
Non-GMO formula!

A unique combination including
1000 mg of Vitamin C plus Citrus
Bioflavanoids Complex, Rutin,
Hesperidin, Acerola, Quercetin and
Rose Hips.

www.SirJasonWinters.com/royalcrest.htm e a s y o n l i n e o rd e r i n g
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For Women OnlyMultivitamin &
Mineral Formula
Item # 514-0150
Contains: 150 Tablets
This is a complete vitamin-mineral
combination that enhances good
nutrition, exercise and proper rest. For
Women Only has been formulated for
the adult women to help cope with the
tensions and stresses of everyday
living.
Manufactured for Tri-Sun International, Inc.“A Jason Winters Company”

or visit us at

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters

Sir Jason Winter’s

Royal Crest Products
The Perfect Complement To Any Jason Winters Product!

Flaxseed Oil

Item # 124-0100
Quantity: 100 Softgels
1000 mg

Our flaxseed oil is an edible oil derived
from the seeds of the flax plant. It is one
of the best planr sources available of
Omega-3 fatty acid.

Omega 3-6-9

Item # 150-0090
Quantity: 90 Softgels
Omega 3-6-9 is an ideal supplement to
ensure an adequate intake of essential
fatty acids that help support heart, brain
and cellular health.

Krill Oil

Digestive Enzyme

Jason Winters Royal Crest Krill Oil
delivers a potent 500 milligrams of
purified Krill Oil in every easy to absorb
soft gelatin capsule. The oil derived from
Krill is rich in phospholipids, the building
blocks for cell membranes, and Essential
Fatty Acids including Omega-3, 6 and 9.

Digestive enzymes are primarily
produced in the pancreas and small
intestine. They break down our food
into nutrients so that our bodies can
absorb them. They're also made in
saliva glands and stomach.

Item # RC-2264-0060
Quantity: 60 Softgels

Item # RC-5297-50
Quantity: 50 Capsules

Garlic Oil 500 mg /
Deodorized
Item # 145-0250
Quantity: 250 Softgels

Garlic promotes cardiovascular health
and helps to maintain cholesterol levels
that are already within the normal range.

Daily Multivitamin &
Mineral Formula
Item # 13090A-0090
Quantity: 90 Tablets

This Daily Multivitamin & Mineral
Formula is a complete high potency
vitamin and mineral supplement for active
adults. This easy to swallow two tablet per
day formula provides complete
micronutrient supplementation for serious
health minded adults.

* Current product line at time of printing.

www.SirJasonWinters.com/royalcrest.htm e a s y o n l i n e o rd e r i n g

by Sir JasonWinters!

Co-Enzyme Q10
Item # 413-0060
Quantity: 60 Capsules

Co Q-10 is an antioxidant that fights
cell-damaging free radicals in the
body and is a powerful weapon in
supporting heart health.

Super L-Carnitine w/
ChromeMate
Item # 765-0016
Contains: Raspberry Flavor
Liquid 16oz / 31 Servings

Weight Loss & Energy Formula.
L-Carnitine is a vitamin like nutrient
related to the Vitamin-B family and is a
physiological substance essential for
energy production. L-Carnitine is
specially designed to enhance the
transport of fatty acids for
beta-oxidation.

or visit us at

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
SIR JASON WINTERS
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FINE TEAPOTS, TEA PRESSES
& ACCESSORIES
NEW! Now Available at:

www.SirJasonWinters.com/teapots

or visit us at

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook

or visit us at

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook

www.SirJasonWinters.com/teapots.htm

or visit us at

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters

Available teapots and accessories may vary from photo.

NEW! T-Sac®
Paper Tea Filters
Available in 3 sizes

8

www.SirJasonWinters.com/teapots.htm
SIR JASON WINTERS

or visit us at

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters

Tribalene ™# A107-0100
Jason Winters Tea In Tablet Form

Perfect for people on the GO!

TRIBALENE TABLETS
These tablets are made with the same ingredients as the Jason Winters Tea, with
Capsicum added.

The Most Popular
Form for Busy People

The ideal answer to the question. "How can I receive the wonderful benefits of
Jason Winter's Tea when I'm on the go?"
This is the most convenient, quickest way to acquire the wonderful effects of the
herbal combination. It is not broken down in potency by digestion, but absorbs
straight into the system when the tablet dissolves in the stomach. Easy to use
anytime, anywhere.

Xian™

For Mind-Body Energy

#A108-0100 Contains Gotu Kola, Selenium,
and Capsicum

Legend states Xian supports a healthy sex
life, encourages contentment. The Tibetans
informed Jason that when “Bayan of a
Thousand Eyes” came out of Mongolia leading his great army, many of them were sick
and wounded from the continuous battles
across the continent. Once arriving in the
ancient capitol of Xian, they were amazed
to see so many residents of very old age.
Evidently the physicians gave each citizen
an herbal combination each day to ensure their health and strength.
When the wounded soldiers started taking this special formula, they
gained strength quickly, and soon became healthier than ever before.

or visit us at

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook

Contains Red Clover, Indian Sage OR
Chaparral, Herbalene
Spice)
or visit us(Special
at
www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
and Capsicum

Check out the latest Sir Jason Winters
blogs on our website at:

sirjasonwinters.com/our-blog/

According to legend, these soldiers lived to a very old age. The ancient
Tibetans also told Jason, “This Xian herb mixture gives powerful
support to a man’s sex life as he ages.” It also helps women remain
beautiful, feminine and, above all, content into very old age.

JWT Tea Bags™

JW Tea in Convenient Bags
The no-hassle way of
preparing your tea. Just dip a
bag in a cup of boiled water
and enjoy the distinctive
taste. A perfect way to share
a cup with your friends and
visitors. One tea bag makes
several cups of tea.

Available in Original,
Raspberry, Peach, & Green
Herbal Tea.
Contains Red Clover, Sage or Chaparral, JWT 20 Count
Herbalene (Special Spice)
# P082-0020
ORIGINAL FORMULA
These teapot-size bags each make a total of approximately 3 cups of delicious, almost instant, tea. Find out why fine restaurants around the world
have added Jason Winters’ Herbal Tea to their menus.

Asian Green Tea ™

Antioxidant Formula

#A267-0004

The modern world has discovered the
benefits of Asiatic green tea. For centuries
this lightly processed “gift from Mother
Earth” has been the esteemed drink of
emperors. Jason Winters calls this superior
blend of green tea “Chao Phraya Tea,”
named after the mighty river upon which
the tea barges always sailed.
Chao Phraya means “the river of the
kings,” and villagers in the river valley
say their special green tea is “as emerald
as the mountains rising in the early
morning mist.”
facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
SIR JASON WINTERS
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T.U.C.™ The Ultimate Combination

Feel the Strength and
Vitality of T.U.C.™

# A234-0060
Sir Jason Winters traveled
the world to learn of powerful herbs from the ancient
legends of various lands.
After years of researching
the stories and testimonials of the experts in far off
regions, Sir Jason was able
to formulate a special herbal
combination with exact
amounts of several exotic
herbs, so powerful and so
perfect that it is called

The Ultimate
Combination.
As was predicted,
Sir
Jason Winters found the ultimate in herbal combinations. After seeking out ancient legends, and
traveling to remote areas he has, for the first time
in history, put together the world’s six most potent
and important herbs. This then is possibly the best
herbal health food known to man. Strength, energy,
well-being and vibrant health can be yours, according to ancient Chinese herbalists.

INGREDIENTS: Elecampane root, Burdock root,
Gotu Kola, Sage leaf, Red Clover tops, and Capsicum.

Testimonials...
“The Colon Cleanser has made my
life so much better. The stomach
problems I had are gone and I don’t
have to worry about the other products I had to take that cause cramping and discomfort.”
—Beth K., Boston, MA

Jason Winters’
Herbal Tea:
The ingredients
and more...
Red Clover
Red Clover has
been popular
in Europe since
before the birth of
Christ, and
was used by
herbalists in almost every country.
World renowned herbalists use more
red clover in their practice than any
other herb. Once again, this herb must
be grown in Europe or its value is
negligible. In the rain soaked pastures
of Europe, descendants of ancient
gypsy tribes showed Jason Winters
where to find the finest blossoms of
red clover.

Indian
Sage
(Saliva
officinalis)
This herb
grows to a
height of
70 cm in a sunny and sheltered
position. Its wrinkled leaves are
greyish-green with a silvery sheen.
This amazing herb possesses an
aromatic scent and is one of the
greatest tonic herbs. It is known
to contain vitamin A and vitamin
C, vitamin B complex, calcium,
potassium, sulphur, silicon,
phosphorus and sodium.

Herbalene (Special Spice)

These herbs grow ten feet into
the ground. Used anciently as a
tonic, early Chinese writings refer
to it as “The Superior Tonic.”
These herbs are considered to
be an adaptogenic, having a
normalizing effect on the body’s
us at used in a
functions. It isor visit
widely
www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
Collective
Chinese Therapy called
“Fu Zheng.”

Source: Today’s Herbal Health, 2nd
Edition, Louise Tenney, Woodland Books.
1983 pp, 44-45. 2lbid pp. 105-106
3Natural HealingorLewis
Prentice
visit usHarrison,
at
Hall,www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
1988 pp.108-109

Chaparral
On his journey
to find a natural
remedy, Sir Jason discovered
chaparral and sage. Sir Jason's
research suggests they have similar blood purifying and immune
boosting capabilities. We have had
both blends since 1980 and both
are equally effective.

For more testimonials, please visit our website at:
sirjasonwinters.com/testimonials.htm

“My boyfriend highly recommended these
products to me after I had IBS and my
gall bladder removed. After drinking the
tea for just a few weeks, it was the first
time that I had started feeling great. This
tea works miracles!”
—Jennie D., Duncanville, TX

“On Saturday, the fourth of November 2000,
I was fortunate enough to tune in my radio to CFUN.
A lady named Lucretia was interviewing Sir Jason
Winters, who had just returned from Asia.
His story brought tears to my eyes, it was so moving and wonderful. Please tell Sir Jason that he has a
friend and customer for life. Thank God he survived
and is now telling his story to the world. “
—Mrs. Moht, Aldergrove, B.C. Canada
facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
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4 OZ. Bulk Loose Tea

Pre Brewed SJW Tea™

Available in 3 Delicious Flavors!

Original, Green Herbal Tea, Raspberry
Sir Jason created this 4 ounce loose leaf tea over 30
years ago with all the benefits of his Classic Blend
or visit us at
Formula, but with a fasterwww.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
brewing time! This tea
contains the same ingredients as his world renowned
Classic Blend Tea, with the addition of Oolong! All
it takes is 1/2 teaspoon to make one cup in about
or visit us at
1-2 minutes. Almost instant!
JW Prebrewed
Tea is a
www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
concentrated, high potency blend, so you can enjoy
up to 95 servings from the smaller 4 oz can.
Choose either unsweetened or
sweetended with natural Stevia

#A078-0004
Contains: Red Clover, Sage, Herbalene (Special Spice)

SJW Tea Variety 4 Pack

™

Now you can receive the wonderful blood purifying effects of Jason Winters Tea Bags in 3 delicious flavors!
These teabags contain the same herbal blend as the original formula with a subtle hint of Raspberry and Peach.

Choose any 4 boxes! Mix and match
between your favorite flavors.
* Green Herbal Tea - 30 Tea Bags
* Peach Flavor - 30 Tea Bags
* Raspberry Flavor - 30 Tea Bags

These teapot size bags of the original formula make
a total of approximately 3 cups of delicious, almost
instant tea. Find out why fine restaurants around the
world have added Sir Jason Winters' Herbal Tea to
their menus.
The no hassle way of preparing your tea. Just dip a bag
in a cup of boiled water and enjoy the distinctive taste
of JWT. A perfect way to share a cup with your friends
and visitors. One tea bag makes several cups of tea.
#P104-0004
Choose either unsweetened or sweetened
with natural Stevia!
facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
SIR JASON WINTERS
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THE PLAIN TRUTH
By Sir Jason Winters

Are You Sick, Tired and Confused About the Medical Profession, Natural Health Field and Drug Companies?
Well, So Am I! Yes, I too am sick and tired of all the ridiculous things that are taking place in the health field today.

The Medical
Profession
When a person decides to become
a doctor, they usually expect to
help people, make a good living
and enjoy life. Here is what really
happens! Their office is always
full of patients. They are so busy
that you have to sometimes make
an appointment weeks in advance.
The doctor often sees sixty to
seventy patients each day, trying
to stay alert and often making life
and death decisions. Then, as if
this were not enough, they have to
keep up to date on all the dozens of
new drugs that are developed each
month. They must be aware of the
new drug’s benefits and interactions
with other drugs, as well as the new
drug’s possible side effects.

The Drug Companies
Today, the drug companies don’t
want to wait for the doctors to suggest a certain drug to a patient. They
take full page advertisements out in
major magazines stating “Ask your
doctor about this drug today.” The
patient goes to their doctor and asks
for the new prescription drug. If
the doctor feels that the drug is not
suitable for this particular patient,
the patient leaves, quite unhappy
and looks for a doctor who will prescribe the new drug. So if your doctor looks stressed and tired, there is
good reason for it. According to US
News and World Report, 400 people
a day die due to the side effects of
prescription medicines.

The Natural Health
Field (Integrated
Medicine)
When I became involved with natural therapy in order to save my own
life, I had no idea what I was getting into. By accident, I put together
what was to become the world’s top
selling herbal combination. Twentytwo years later I was appointed
President of the Federation of
Integrated Medicine (FIM). My
job was to get all the healing arts
to work together for the benefit of
mankind.

Fat Chance!
Although I had won awards from
seven foreign governments and one
from the United States Congress, no
one in a position of power would
take me seriously when I suggested
that all the healing arts unite, as has
been done in many other countries.

Here’s Why
An herb or vitamin company studies and researches a new natural
product. The new product benefits
people, so another company brings
out the same product, calling
theirs “Improved, Breakthrough,
Astounding, Super.” Companies
that don’t even know what they are
doing. Recently, on many national
news programs, it was announced
that upon testing these products,
many lacked a large percentage of
the active ingredient and some contained none at all!

Secondly
Every health magazine in North
America, (and there seem to be
hundreds of them) carries page after
page of new, remarkable, astounding
and earth shattering new products,
cure-alls that very seldom work.
Photos of paid models are shown,
smiling and stating how wonderful
they feel…people that have never
even tried the so-called fantastic
products. The public is disappointed,
depressed, and really do not know
who to believe or where to turn.

Singapore Rejects
Certain Products and
Won’t Allow Them in
the Country
A large order of so-called marvelous
products that were sent to Singapore
were rejected by the government
when they found that the items
lacked the listed ingredients necessary for effectiveness.

Asia and Europe
As President of the Federation of
Integrated Medicine, my job was
quite simple in Asia and Europe,
where medical doctors and complimentary practitioners are quite
willing to test, then prescribe, nutrition, reflexology, acupuncture, and
positive thinking. Not so in North

Bombay, India
Sir Jason arrives with supplies
America, however. Every time a
fly-by-night organization is mentioned on the news (which is quite
often), it hurts all of the authentic,
dedicated people in the alternative
health field. This makes my job
more difficult.
Have you any idea how many
people in the USA claim that they
can cure everything? Look at how
many books are written claiming
they can cure all disease or state that
they have never met a warthog with
constipation. One Congressman
smirked when he asked me, “How
many warthogs has this author met
anyway?”

My Formula
My formula was validated to me
by the Archbishop of Canterbury’s
interpretation of the Bible, by
Buddhist writings, and by the
Native American Indians, also with
the help of HRH Prince Charles, Dr.
Ian Pierce, MD, and many others.
In spite of all this, if anyone who is
even associated with our products
anywhere in the world even mentions the word CURE, they would
be terminated at once. We prefer to
let the public decide for themselves,
once trying the formula.

Billions Spent on
Research
With billions being spent on
research, is it any wonder that
Washington laughs at the ridiculous
people who claim to cure everything
and who, upon investigation, can
show no expertise or success rate?

So, The Qualified
Professionals in
the Natural Health
Field Suffer
Some of the most wonderful people
I have ever met are in the alternative
health and nutrition field. People
dedicated to helping others. These
are the ones who need to be protected and assisted in their life’s work.

There Is Still Hope
Many natural products are wonderful and are given to hospital patients
around the world. Prince Charles
started a foundation in England to
test complimentary medicines, and
has had great success.
His foundation has brochures showing photographs and names of
people benefiting greatly from being
able to take advantage of all the
healing arts working together for the
benefit of mankind.
A similar organization was quickly
formed (with special permission) to
encompass the rest of the world, and
we owe thanks to His Royal Highness
for spearheading such an idea.
Recently Sir Jason Winters flew to
Manila, in the Philippines, to appoint
the remarkable Ms. Shirley Kie Urera
as the FIM ambassador for that country. Another trip to Singapore was
needed to appoint another outstanding
individual to the post of ambassador
for Singapore, Madam Siet Luke
Lian. Both of these ladies have devoted their lives to healing and to the
betterment of their countries’ citizens.
Other appointments are already being
considered for Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Russia, Australia, Canada, India and
Greece.

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
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CONNECT WITH US!

Let’s Get Social! We would love to hear from you!
facebook.com/sirjasonwinters

sirjasonwinterstea

or visit us at

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook

or visit us at

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook

An Open Letter From
Prince Charles

There are few things more satisfying than to see
an idea that one truly believes in take hold. When
the motivation behind the idea is to help others,
the sense of satisfaction is all the deeper.

I am convinced that the integration of
complementary and orthodox medical practices
is urgently needed. It is all about breaking down
artificial barriers of geography, culture, and
education, so that we can bring the sum of human
knowledge and experience to bear in caring even better for those who
suffer from ill health or disability.
The Foundation for Integrated Medicine has already begun to produce
outstanding results through early trials. These merely hint at what is
possible given adequate funding. Perhaps the most exciting aspect is
the potential to improve patient care, while making more effective
use of scarce and costly resources. Integrated medicine thus addresses
constructively the most fundamental dilemma facing health care today
and into the new century.
H.R.H. Prince Charles
The Foundation has my full personal commitment and support.
"When I despair, I remember that all through
history the ways of truth and love have
always won. There have been tyrants, and
murderers, and for a time they can seem
invincible, but in the end they always fall.
Think of it--always."
- Mahatma Gandhi

SIR JASON DISCOVERS
INDIAN SAGE & CHAPARRAL
Jason Winters discovered
Mexican Indian herbs while
working on a Hollywood film
with Audie Murphy. Here, he
posed with one of the Indian
“extras” who brewed potent
tea from herbs every day on
the set.

Indian Sage used in SJW Tea

Testimonial...

“If you are feeling the least bit stuffy, all you have to do is
drink one cup of this tea and you can feel it work with every
breath you take!!! I love this web site! I have been a user of
JW products since 1987 when I first read about JW in Ruth
Montgomery’s books. I used to have to keep up with my order
sheets—now I just click a button! I find the web site easy to
use and well informed. Thank you!”
—Sylvia M., Ballard, WV

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
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A Message From Jason Winters
A strong immune system is the cornerstone of good health and a long life. One of the major results of
our fast-paced industrialized society is that we are constantly taking in impure air, water and food. This
causes toxins to build up rapidly to the point where our bodies are no longer able to eliminate them.
With all of this poisoning us, is it any wonder our immune systems are unable to function properly?
In an effort to restore my own health, I traveled the world, researching the traditional and time tested
ways to eliminate these toxins to strengthen and protect the immune system in my body. Research
studies are convincing us that if you cleanse and detoxify the system, the human body has the ability to
heal itself and maintain good health.
On three different continents, I discovered three different herbs, each with a centuriesold reputation as a powerful blood purifier. In Europe, descendants of ancient gypsies
told me about the powers of Red Clover. In the deserts of North America, I learned
of Sage & Chaparral from the Native American wise men. In the Far East, I finally
discovered the unique oriental herb that set my formula apart from all others: Herbalene
(oriental spice).

Red Clover

Indian Sage
or visit us at

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
These three herbs seem to act synergistically, each boosting the effect of the others, making a delightful
herbal beverage
becoming the most powerful natural blood purifier and detoxifier available.

I want to make it clear that I do not recommend total rejection of orthodox methods of treating any illness. If you are ill, see
your doctor. Tell them you will do whatever they feel is best, then ask if its all right to change your eating habits,
your
way of
or visit us
at
www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook
thinking and to take herbs. Any thinking doctor will see no problem with this.
Prince Charles once stated, “We must all work together to help our fellow man.” My main objective is to get all healing arts
both orthodox and unorthodox, natural and chemical, to work together for the benefit of mankind.

A Message From Sir Raymond Winters, President of sirjasonwinters.com
Dear Friends,
Thank you for choosing Sir Jason Winters Products. I have worked very hard to ensure that Sir
Jason Winters Products are manufactured in a manner that provides maximum effectiveness of my
father's formulas. The raw products we use are the best that can be purchased. The finished goods
are EXACTLY as formulated by my father, Sir Jason Winters.
While working and traveling along side Sir Jason Winters for over 27 years I have learned many,
many truths. Most importantly, that you deserve the best service, the best products, and the best
support we can offer. I promise to do my best to accomplish this. I believe that YOU, as an individual,
do make a difference in the world and you are special. Your life does have meaning.
I truly know that hope and faith are good things.
Sincerely, Sir F. Raymond Jason Winters
President: Jason Winters International, Inc. / sirjasonwinters.com

Important Notice:

The products and information contained in this catalog is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any medical condition, or
replace professional medical advice or treatment. There is no proven cure for cancer recognized by the FDA or Western Medicine. Some studies suggest that the
herbs in Jason Winters Tea may have blood purifying and immune system strengthening effects. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking any medications or have a medical condition, consult your physician before using any product, supplement or tea. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
Please seek the advice of your doctor for all health concerns.

facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
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Jason Winters Green Herbal Tea

SJW Peach Tea Bags

or visit us at

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook

or visit us at

(GHT) Antioxidant
Green Tea is a wonderful gift from Mother Earth that has been
used in Asia for over 4,000 years. Once reserved for emperors,
Asian Green Tea has now been discovered by the modern world
and is available for all of those who have the wisdom to seek it.
Sir Jason Winters calls this superior blend of green tea “Chao Phraya
Tea” in respect for the mighty river upon which the tea barges
sailed. Chao Phraya means the “River of Kings” and villagers say
that this special green tea is as emerald as the mountains rising in
the early morning.
The ancients were right! Modern science has now revealed that
Asian Green Tea contains powerful antioxidant activity and other
health promoting properties. Discover the wisdom of the ancients
and drink Asian Green Tea for good health.
JWT 30 size #PO65-0030 Contains: Green Tea Leaf, Red Clover Tops,

www.sirjasonwinters.com/facebook

Choose either unsweetened or
sweetened with natural Stevia!
J.W. Tea Comes In Convenient Tea Bags

These teapot size bags of the original formula each make a total of
approximately 3 cups of delicious, almost instant tea. Find out why
fine restaurants around the world have added Sir Jason Winters’
Herbal Tea to their menus.
JWT 30 size Peach # P070-0030

Indian Sage Leaf and Herbalene (Special Spices).

SJW Raspberry Tea Bags

Contains: Red Clover, Indian Sage Leaf, Oolong Tea Leaf,
Herbalene (Special Spices) and Natural Peach Flavor.

SJW Tea Bags™ Original Blend
The no-hassle way of
preparing your tea. Just dip a
bag in a cup of boiled water
and enjoy the distinctive
taste. A perfect way to share
a cup with your friends
and visitors. One tea bag
makes several cups of tea.
Available in Original,
Raspberry, Peach, & Green
Herbal Tea.

Contains: Red Clover, Indian Sage Leaf, Oolong Tea Leaf,
Herbalene (Special Spices) and Natural Raspberry Flavor.

JWT 30 size Raspberry # P072-0030

Choose either unsweetened or
sweetened with natural Stevia!

Contains Red Clover, Sage or Chaparral,
Herbalene (Special Spice)

JWT 20 Count
# P082-0020

ORIGINAL FORMULA
These teapot-size bags each make a total of approximately 3 cups of delicious, almost instant, tea. Find out why fine restaurants around the world
have added Jason Winters’ Herbal Tea to their menus.

SJW Flavored Teas Available in Variety 4 Pack (see page 11)
facebook.com/sirjasonwinters
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British Medical Association States:

“DEATH BEGINS IN THE COLON”

The local Canton, China, newspapers that day were all asking, “Who
is this tall American who is in our country to teach us about herbs?”
I could hardly blame them. For thousands of years the Chinese have
been leaders in herb-ology, and now here I was, with what must
have looked like great audacity, going on national television to
teach them.
Now, I was used to talking to small audiences on local TV and radio
shows, but when the director said that this show had over 20 million
viewers, I started to become nervous. Especially so, because I had to
speak through an interpreter.
“I was privileged to be the first Westerner invited to speak on health
in China, so I knew that I had to do a good job.”
The show lasted for two hours and was taped for broadcast in
Vladivostok, Beijing, and Shanghai. It was very successful. One question was asked constantly by the Chinese, and that is the reason for
this article.
Everyone wanted to know more about the colon. True, people worldwide were using my Jason Winters Herbal Tea on a daily
basis. But many had read my book The Perfect Cleanse,
where it says that death begins in the colon, and they
had become aware of the importance of a clean colon.
When I was doing research for my book The Perfect Cleanse,
I spoke with Dr. Vanita Forsyth, a chiropractor and an
authority on colon health. Dr. Forsyth explained to me
exactly what causes poor colon health:
“Let’s visualize the following scenario:
you have a perfect bowel, you are on a perfect
diet. Once in a while you ingest something that
is harmful.
“In order to protect itself, the body causes mucus
to be formed in the colon long before the harmful food
or substance reaches there.”
“The substance reaches the colon 18 hours later. The mucus has been
prepared by the body, and is lining the colon so you won’t absorb the
poison when it gets there, so it literally coats the poison. Later, the
substance breaks down and is discharged from the colon with no harmful effect. Well, you got away with it that time. Nature’s protective
mechanism functioned properly. So you do it more often.
“Four times today, you ingested mucus-forming foods. Most of which
are also low in fiber. The mucus is secreted four times today to protect
you against what you just ate and drank and smoked. So, you do this
every day of your life. The mucus keeps forming. But every day you try
to eat something raw, one apple or orange or salad; maybe this helps.
"But 85% to 90% of everything you eat is going to cause mucus
to be formed. The mucus lining the bowels thickens."

“Nature’s protective mechanism, which was designed for occasional
use only, is being forced to work continuously day after day, year after
year, with no rest and no chance to eliminate the mucus which is being
laid down faster than it can be eliminated. Layer piles upon layer, like
the rings of a tree.” Dr. Forsyth explained that this can become so
severe that almost no opening is left for the waste to pass through the
colon at all.
“An autopsy of one person revealed a colon that was nine inches in
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diameter that had a passage through it no larger than a pencil.”
Another autopsy showed a stagnant colon that weighed 40 pounds. This
accumulation can have the consistency of tire rubber. It’s hard and black.
More and more people are becoming aware of the importance of a
clean colon. I had been very disenchanted with the great surge of
colon cleansers on the American market over the last few years.
Some are mediocre and some are downright useless. This is why I
developed my Jason Winters Colon Cleanser. Just mix the powder
with water or your favorite juice, and you'll be amazed at the results!
Before I tell anyone about a product, I try it myself first. So I mixed
one teaspoonful into a glass of juice and drank it quickly, before it
jelled. To my surprise, it worked in 12 hours.
“I continued to use it every day for one month and I was amazed at
how all the poisons and decaying matter just kept coming out.”
It has been said that traces of our first meal on earth can still be found
in our colon. While that may be an exaggeration, I do know that rotting
food and decaying fecal matter can be found in the colon that is at least
five years old. It lodges in the accumulated mucus and just
rots. Wrong diet, stress, and constipation just make matters
worse. When we turn our sewage system into a cesspool,
it’s no wonder we don’t feel well.
As far as I’m concerned, the first thing any doctor or practitioner should ask a patient is, “How regular are you?” Too many
of them say that having a bowel movement once every two
days is alright. Well, it is not.
A normal bowel movement should be two inches across
and two feet long. You say that this is not possible, that this
has never happened to you? Then I invite you to see for
yourself. It is a very satisfying feeling to know that at last
you are doing something perfectly natural and harmless,
something that is getting you back on the road to good
health. But most satisfying of all is using a product where you can
see almost immediate results. There are not too many products like
that around today, are there? Good luck and good health to all my
friends in America.

Colon Cleanser
A Natural
Psyllium Fiber
Formula that
can help maintain
colon health!
100% natural
fiber that works in
just 12 hours!

Now get 12oz for
the Same Great Price!!
# A155-0012
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